Cerebrospinal fluid concentrations of large neutral and basic amino acids in Macaca mulatta: diurnal variations and responses to chronic changes in dietary protein intake.
In rats, dietary protein intake influences brain concentrations of tryptophan, tyrosine, and other large neutral amino acids (LNAAs) and the neurotransmitters to which they are linked. Few experiments have examined these dietary protein-amino acid relationships in nonhuman primates, in relation to time of day or dietary protein content. We therefore examined the effect in monkeys of changes in chronic protein intake on 24-hour plasma and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) concentrations of LNAAs (tyrosine, phenylalanine, branched-chain amino acids) and basic amino acids. Juvenile male monkeys (Macaca mulatta) consumed for sequential 4-week periods diets differing in protein content (approximately 23% --> approximately 16% --> approximately 10% --> approximately 6% protein [percentage of energy]). The daily ration was presented as a morning meal of fruit and an afternoon meal of fruit and a commercial diet to mimic feeding patterns in the wild. During week 4 on each diet, blood and CSF were sampled repeatedly over a 48-hour period via indwelling catheters. Plasma and CSF LNAA concentrations varied markedly with time of day and dietary protein content, showing up to 4-fold variations. Diurnal variations in plasma and CSF basic amino acids were smaller in magnitude and generally not strongly linked to dietary protein content. A measure of the competitive transport of LNAAs across the blood-brain barrier, calculated using plasma concentrations of the LNAAs and their blood-brain barrier kinetic constants, predicted the observed CSF concentration of each LNAA examined remarkably well, except for phenylalanine. Based on observations in rats, the variations in the CSF concentrations of the LNAAs in monkeys may be large enough to influence metabolic and signaling pathways in brain to which they have been linked.